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Abstract—Test suites in complex software projects
might grow over time to considerable sizes, incurring
high maintenance effort and prolonged execution times.
Maintaining their quality and efficiency require prun-
ing of redundancies while increasing, or at least retain-
ing their coverage levels.
We propose a lightweight method to tackle these

problems with focus on condition/decision coverage
(C/D coverage). First, we describe a method to reduce
the size of unit tests suites while preserving the degree
of their C/D coverage. We then introduce an approach
which combines combinatorial testing and input space
modeling to further increase the degree of the C/D
coverage.
Our semi-automated method works even in absence

of models or documentation, and it produces a low
number of new test cases requiring queries to a test or-
acle. We also do not use symbolic execution techniques
due to their complexity and limited tool availability for
some languages. These properties make our approach
practically applicable in industrial projects, and sim-
pler to implement.
We evaluate our approach on selected examples from

SAPHANA, a very large industrial application in C++.
We demonstrate that it is possible to generate from
integration tests new suites of unit tests with high C/D-
coverage but with only few test cases. At the same time,
the human effort of creating such suites is moderate.

Keywords—Unit Testing; Combinatorial Testing; In-
put Space Modeling; Test Coverage; Test Suite Mini-
mization

I. Introduction
One of the most important aspects for software projects

is software quality. Software quality can have multiple
characteristics, but one of the most evident characteristics
for end users is the presence or absence of bugs or defects.
Software testing aims to reduce the amount of such bugs.
Testing cannot prove the absence, but it can indicate the
presence of defects. Only after the presence is known, a
defect can be fixed and each fixed defect should reduce the
probability that end users face a failure during program ex-
ecution. To ensure that this process of quality improvement
is effective for all possible program executions, developers
must identify all parts of a software program that are
tested and untested. For this purpose, practitioners and
researchers have proposed multiple types of code coverage
criteria, i.e. metrics that indicate the degree to which the
source code of a program is executed by tests.

The purpose of code coverage is widely discussed in
literature. One of the opinions says that it is potentially
inappropriate to use coverage metrics as a single indicator
for quality measurement of a software application. How-
ever, coverage or more precisely the absence of coverage
indicates untested source code. Untested source code can
potentially contain unknown failures that can be detected
by corresponding tests.

Researchers have proposed a wide range of techniques to
automatically create tests covering untested code. These
techniques can be summarized as coverage-adaptive test
creation. One family of techniques for coverage-adaptive
test creation regards application code as a black-box, and
after test creation verifies whether test coverage within
the black-box has increased or not. Another option is to
analyze the source code as a white-box, and to create
suitable tests which reach uncovered parts of the source
code. A popular technique for the latter group utilizes
constraint solvers or SAT solvers to determine the inputs
that trigger execution of certain parts of the code. However,
such approaches have practical limitations due to highly
structured inputs, external libraries and large complex
program structures. These factors pose significant chal-
lenges to obtain solutions in an effective way, and this
despite of the NP-completeness of the underlying decision
or constraint satisfaction problems.

We propose to use combinatorial testing as a technique
for the automatic generation of a small (or even minimal)
amount of new tests needed to increase the condition/de-
cision coverage of an existing test suite. Our approach
first reduces an existing test suite, i.e. trims the number
of test cases in the suite while maintaining the degree
of condition/decision coverage. It then collects the input
values used in the remaining tests, and uses them as input
levels in the combinatorial test generation. In other words,
we do not assume the availability of a model or even
documentation while applying combinatorial testing.

We further reduce the covering arrays created by combi-
natorial testing techniques to a minimal (or at least small)
test set that enhances the condition/decision coverage of an
existing test suite. Based on the assumptions that existing
test inputs have some purpose and new combinations of
them consist of partly meaningful input, we expect that
these newly generated tests have an advantage compared
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to purely random tests. In particular, we expect that
they can cover untested parts of the source code, because
the original tests already contain some domain knowledge
about the internal behavior of the system under test.

Our proposed technique is significantly simpler than the
approaches based on symbolic or concolic execution. We
only require test inputs and coverage data for the test
execution. This must be contrasted with a complex analysis
of Boolean conditions and decision and a precise syntactic
understanding of the source code which is necessary for
symbolic or concolic execution.
We show the results of a preliminary evaluation of our

approach on two examples from SAP HANA, a large
industrial database application by SAP. The evaluation
indicates that our technique can improve existing test
suites in terms of condition/decision coverage. However,
it is not able to create full coverage in all scenarios. For
such cases, we revert to manual design of input levels with
additional insights from previous steps of our technique.

Our contributions are the following ones:
• Amethod for improving the level of condition/decision
coverage of an existing test suite via combinatorial
testing, while maintaining small suite size and re-
quiring only few test oracle queries. Compared to
symbolic execution, our approach has lower technical
requirements, and is independent of the source code
of the system under test.

• A preliminary evaluation of this approach for condi-
tion/decision coverage on selected functions from SAP
HANA, a very large industrial application written in
C++.

II. Methodology
In this section, we first describe a method for reducing

the size of unit test suites while maintaining their degree of
condition/decision coverage (Section II-B). In Section II-C
we then show how the level of the condition/decision cov-
erage can be increased by exploiting combinatorial testing
and input space modeling. Figure 2 gives an overview of
the complete approach.

A. Definitions and Conventions
In the following we assume that we start with a given

suite of unit tests for a target function f . By analyzing (or
instrumenting) these tests we can collect for each execution
of a target function f the values of all arguments passed
to f , and the return value of f . We call such a record an
input/output pair, and call the combination of input values
an input tuple.
We analyze these input/output pairs and retain only

those which are unique in terms of the input tuples
(i.e. after this step each input tuple for f occurs only
once). Since the considered functions are deterministic,
this is equivalent to computing unique elements over the
input/output pairs. We write B(f) or just B for the
resulting set of pairs.

Cover. Expr. … 

� D1, f 1 1 1 … 1

� D1, t 1 1 1 …

� D2, f 1 - - 1 - …

� D2, t 1 - - - … 1

� D3, f - - - 1 … -

� D3, t - - 1 1 - … -

� C1, f 1 1 1 … 1

� C1, t 1 1 1 …

� C2, f - - - …

� C2, t 1 1 - - 1 - … 1

� C3, f - - - …

� C3, t 1 1 - - 1 - … 1

� C4, f 1 - - 1 - …

� C4, t 1 - - - … 1
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� C5, t - - 1 1 - … -
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Figure 1. Illustration of the expression-outcome pairs, their coverage,
and a minimum hitting set Br for the function f1 in Listing 1. A
row X, y corresponds to an expression-outcome pair X = y, and a
column Ui to a unit test from B. An entry 1 for row X, y and column
Ui means that a condition or decision X is executed and evaluated
to y under test Ui. Column “Cover.” indicates whether test suite
covers (X) the expression-outcome pair X = y, or not (7). The set
Br = {U1, U2, U4, U6} is a minimal hitting set.

Note that each element of B completely characterizes a
unit test for f (including the expected test result). In the
following, we use the notions input/output pair and unit
test interchangeably for the elements of B.

A Boolean expression in any branch or a loop condition
of the considered code is called a decision. A condition
is a leaf-level Boolean expression that cannot be broken
down into simpler Boolean expressions. Thus, a decision
is either a condition, or it consists of several conditions
and Boolean operators. For example, a decision like y <
y1 || y == y1 gives rise to two conditions: y < y1 and
y == y1. Listing 1 and Table I illustrate this further. For
example, decision D2 (line 5) generates conditions C2, C3,
and C4.

We call a combination of a decision or a condition X with
an outcome y (i.e. true or false) a expression-outcome pair
and write X = y for it. If a test case executes a decision
(or condition) X and the outcome of the evaluation is y,
we say that this test case covers the expression-outcome
pair X = y. In Figure 1, test U1 covers D1 = f , D2 = f ,
and four other expression-outcome pairs.
For a set S of tests and an expression-outcome pair

X = y let covX=y(S) be a set of those tests in S which
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Figure 2. Overview of the processing flow of the complete approach.
The major processing steps are:
1©: Reducing the original test suite B by solving a hitting set problem
(Section II-B). 2©: Generating combinatorial tests over Br using
projections of input tuples (Section II-C1). 3©: Generating combi-
natorial tests with support of input space modeling (Section II-C2).
4©: Reducing a combinatorial test suite (Section II-C3).

cover X = y. For example, for a condition C1 with outcome
true the collection covC1=t(S) contains all tests from S
which execute C1 and evaluate it to true. In Figure 1, the
set covD1=f (B) are all the unit tests Ui (columns) which
have a 1 in their first row.

A test suite achieves a full condition/decision coverage if
(while executing all test cases in the suite) “every point of
entry and exit in the program has been invoked at least once,
every condition in a decision in the program has taken all
possible outcomes at least once, and every decision in the
program has taken all possible outcomes at least once” [1].

B. Test Suite Reduction with Unchanged C/D-Coverage

The purpose of the following approach is to identify a
minimal (or at least a small) subset of unit tests from
B which (cumulatively) have the same condition/decision
coverage (C/D coverage) as B.

Our approach works in the following steps:
1) We first identify all decisions D1, . . . , Dk in the

target function f , and split each of these decisions
into conditions (designated as C1, . . . , Cl). Currently
this step is performed manually but it could be
automated by using a parser.

2) For each condition and each decision, we instru-
ment the source code to collect data whether this
expression has been evaluated, and if yes, what was
the Boolean result. This step is only necessary to
compensate that our dynamic code analysis tool
DynamoRio is currently not configured to collect
condition and decision coverage data.

3) For each input/output pair in B we generate a
corresponding unit test and subsequently execute it.
At each execution, we collect data for all conditions
and decisions described in the previous step.

4) For each expression-outcome pair X = y in the target
function f we identify from data generated in the
previous step all unit tests in B which cover X = y.
In other words, we compute the sets covX=y(B) over
all expression-outcome pairs in f .
The outcome of this step is a collection of k ≤ 2p
sets of tests, where p is the total number of identified
decisions and conditions in a target function f . If any
of the computed sets is empty (i.e. k < 2p), the corre-
sponding expression-outcome pair is not covered. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates that for Example 1 (Section III-B1)
the original unit tests have already covered k = 14
out of 2p = 16 expression-outcome pairs, and thus
only two sets covC2=f (B) and covC3=f (B) are empty.

5) Finally, for the test suite reduction we compute an
exact or approximate minimal hitting set Br [2]. Here
B is the universe, and the subsets to be “hit” are the
S1, . . . , Sk (non-empty) sets covX=y(B) computed in
the previous step. By the definition of the minimal
hitting set problem, Br has at least one element in
each subset Si (this element “hits” Si), and has the
smallest size among all subsets of B. In other words,
a test suite induced by Br is guaranteed to have the
same C/D-coverage as the full test suite B. Typically,
Br has substantially less elements than B.
In Figure 1, set Br = {U1, U2, U4, U6} is a minimal
hitting set for the universe B and the sets to be hit
being all non-empty sets covX=y(B) (i.e. all except
for covC2=f (B) and covC3=f (B)).

To compute the minimal hitting set we convert the problem
to an equivalent minimum set cover problem [3], and use
a proprietary solver implementation introduced in [4]. The
latter solver provides exact solution for problem instances
with simple structure, or for sizes with approximately
|2p| ≤ 20, and a heuristic solution for larger problems.
The resulting test suite Br is possibly not achieving

the full C/D-coverage, if B was not fully covering. To
increase the degree of coverage we apply in the following
combinatorial testing enhanced by input space modeling.

C. Improving C/D-Coverage via Combinatorial Testing
For a set S of input/output pairs, let Pi(S) denote the

set of all unique values encountered as the i-th component
of any input tuple from S. In other words, such a projection
on i-th argument is the set of all different values used as i-
th input argument for a target function f while executing
test suite corresponding to S. For example, if f has 3
arguments x, y, z and S contains the input/output pairs
((1, 2, 3), 6), ((5, 2, 1), 8), and ((10, 3, 7), 20), the projection
P1(S) is {1, 5, 10} and the projection P2(S) is {2, 3}.
By examining the original B or the reduced test suites

Br we observed that expression-outcome pairs X = y are



more frequently not covered if X is a condition and not
a decision (the higher decision coverage can be attributed
to the high line coverage in our samples). Among the
uncovered expression-outcome pairs with conditions we
identified two types:

A. A “complex” condition like b <= (to - from
+ 1), where two or more input arguments are
involved directly or indirectly (i.e. if one of the
variables is derived from arguments but not an
argument itself). In such a case, there is no cover-
age because in Br there is no suitable combination
of input values for involved arguments. Our ap-
proach (Section II-C1) attempts to solve this issue
by using combinatorial testing to create more
combinations of values for these arguments. For
each argument, we use as values only the projec-
tions of Br (i.e. original values for this argument).
Note that this might not be sufficient, making it
necessary to proceed as in Section II-C2.

B. A “simple” condition like variable == val (or
e.g. variable < val), where variable is a func-
tion argument or a variable derived from a single
function argument. In such a case the condition is
not fully covered because there is no appropriate
value in the projection of Br on the argument
relevant for variable. In this case, combinatorial
testing based on projections of Br cannot help,
and we need to introduce new values for the
relevant argument prior to combinatorial test
generation (Section II-C2).

1) Generating combinatorial tests from projections: Our
scenario does not assume knowledge about a model for
a target function f , which makes the traditional model-
based input space modeling not applicable. Instead, we
derive levels for each argument of f (i.e. concrete values
for this argument used in the combinatorial test suite
generation) as follows: levels for i-th argument are exactly
all different values used for this argument in the test set S.
In other words, the levels for the i-th argument of f are
the projections pi(S) of S on i-th argument.
We then check whether there are any uncovered con-

ditions of type A., and for each such a condition we
determine the number m of involved input arguments. For
the subsequent test generation, we then set the interaction
level t as maximum over all uncovered conditions of type A.
To obtain a combinatorial test suite, we generate a covering
array by a tool like Advanced Combinatorial Testing System
(ACTS) [5] with a pre-computed interaction level t.

Note that this method works with the original set B of
all logged unit tests, and the reduced suite Br maintaining
the original C/D-coverage level (Section II-B). Since B is
likely to have larger projections per argument, we only
generate a combinatorial test suite over Br. Given a fixed
interaction level t, we write ctt(Br) or just ct(Br) for the
set of combinatorial unit tests generated in this step.

In the subsequent step, we check the C/D coverage of the
generated combinatorial suite (as described in Section II-B,
Step 4). If some conditions or decisions are still not covered,
we additionally execute the steps described in the next
subsection.
2) Input modeling for combinatorial tests: To improve

the coverage of uncovered decisions or conditions of type A.
or B., it might be necessary to perform manual input space
modeling prior to generating a combinatorial test suite. We
collect the identical levels pi(S) as in Section II-C1. Then,
for each uncovered condition of type B. (e.g. variable ==
val) we simply add a level which evaluates this condition
to the missing true/false outcome.

For conditions of type A. (multiple variables) we consider
the projections for all involved input arguments, and then
add level(s) such that at least one combination (of original
and new levels) evaluates the condition to a missing
true/false value. We also set the minimum interaction level
t to the number of involved input arguments. A similar
approach is taken for the decisions.

Overall, there is no guarantee that suitable levels will be
found, and this process is highly manual. In future work,
we will use constraint satisfaction methods to automatize
this part.

After the levels for all arguments are fixed, we generate
a combinatorial test suite (with pre-specified interaction
level t) similarly as in Section II-C1. We designate it by
ct+

t (Br), or just by ct+(Br).
3) Reducing combinatorial test suites: A combinatorial

test suite T (either ct(Br) by method in Section II-C1
or ct+(Br) by method from Section II-C2) typically has
significantly more test cases than the original set Br.
Moreover, most of the combinatorial unit tests have input
combinations not in B, and thus require queries to a test
oracle.

For these reasons, we apply again a test suite reduction
technique described in Section II-B, Step 5. However, the
universe is now the set of input tuples corresponding to
the tests in the CT test suite T , and the sets S1, . . . , Sk to
be “hit” correspond only to the conditions and decisions
not covered (or “hit”) by the reduced test suite Br prior
to combinatorial test generation.
For example, assume that f has three decisions

D1, . . . , D3 and five conditions C1, . . . , C5, and Br (or,
equivalently B) does not cover neither of the two cases
C2 = false and C3 = false. We would perform here
the test suite reduction only with covC2,false(T ) and
covC3,false(T ) (i.e. computed over T ) as sets to be hit. This
ensures that the resulting reduced test suite (Badd, say)
contains only unit tests which handle condition/decision
and outcome combinations which are not yet covered by
Br.
The overall output of our approach is a test suite

with all the tests from Br, and additional tests from the
just reduced suite Badd. The earlier tests cover the same
expression-outcome cases as B, while latter attempt to



1 s i z e _ t f 1 ( s i z e _ t from , s i z e _ t to , s i z e _ t a , s i z e _ t b ) {
2 i f ( from == 1) {
3 return ( b < to ) ? b : a ;
4 }
5 i f (b>0 && b <= ( to−from+1) && ( a < from+b ) ) {
6 return from + b ;
7 }
8 return a ;
9 }

Listing 1. Source code of Example 1, partially obfuscated

C/D Name Expression C/D Name Expression
D1 (Line 2) C2 b > 0
D2 (Line 5) C3 b <= (to - from + 1)
D3 (Line 3) C4 a < from + b
C1 from == 1 C5 b < to

Table I
Conditions and decisions in Example 1; “(Line k)” indicates

that the decision can be found in line k of Listing 1.

cover additional cases. Note that we need to query the test
oracle for all new tests in Badd, but not those from Br.

III. Experiments and Evaluation
A. System Under Study and Test Environment
Our evaluation is based on selected example functions

of SAP HANA, a database management system developed
by SAP. SAP HANA consists of several million lines of
source code, mainly written in C and C++. The code
basis combines and integrates several sub-projects with a
lifetime of more than 10 years. We provide details about
the testing practices at SAP HANA and gaps we identified
between research and practice in our previous work [4].
In particular, we found that several research tools could
not be applied to SAP HANA because they are either
written for other programming languages (mainly Java) or

Phase a b c d e
Suite B Br ct(Br) ∪ Br ct+(Br) ∪ Br Badd

#tests 171 4 36 38 2
#no oracle 0 0 32 34 2
#missing 2 2 1 0 0

D1 152/19 2/2 28/8 5/33 -
D2 6/13 1/1 4/4 10/23 -
D3 131/21 1/1 22/6 4/1 -
C1 152/19 2/2 28/8 5/33 -
C2 19/0 2/0 8/0 27/4 1/1
C3 19/0 2/0 5/3 17/12 0/1
C4 6/13 1/1 4/1 10/7 -
C5 131/21 1/1 22/6 4/1 -

Table II
Intermediate results of the approach for Example 1 for the
phases a – e described in text. Row Suite shows the used test
suite, #tests states the number of test cases in the suite,
#no oracle gives the number of tests which need an oracle

query, #missing states the number of uncovered
expression-outcome pairs. Each of the remaining rows

corresponds to a decision or a condition X, and for each
phase the entry p/q says that the suite had p tests which

covered the expression-outcome pair X = true (i.e.
|covX=t| = p), and there were q tests which covered the
expression-outcome pair X = false (i.e. |covX=f | = q).

they do not support very large projects with all variants
of the C++ ISO standard features. For example, code
coverage generation for the main suite of integration and
regression tests requires more than 200 hours if executed
sequentially. These low numbers can only be reached due
to the restriction to line coverage. Regular branch or
statement coverage is economically not feasible. Due to the
limitations caused by programming languages and project
size, language independent tools and techniques with low
requirements in terms of runtimes, memory consumption
and manual effort are of high interest for large industrial
applications as SAP HANA.
Due to the large size of SAP HANA, we have a large

set of tests we can use to extract input values for our
approach. We have investigated several approaches to
extract inputs from the existing set of tests, for the purpose
of this paper we just assume that we mine input arguments
from source code of existing unit tests. In fact, we could
utilize all approaches for input generation that create some
meaningful input. E.g., we could also ask developers to
provide meaningful input or conclude equivalence classes
and representatives from a model.

B. Improvements of C/D-coverage
We evaluated our approach on several examples from

the SAP HANA suite, and discuss here two of them. For
reasons of confidentiality, we have partially obfuscated the
source code and the variable names.
1) Example 1: Example 1 is a function f1 shown in

Listing 1. We have extracted from the source code three
decisions and five conditions shown in Table I.
Table II shows intermediate results after five essential

phases of the algorithm. Phase a refers to analyzing
the original tests and the corresponding column shows
statistics for the test suite B. We have here 171 unit tests
but two expression-outcome cases are not covered, namely
C2 = false and C3 = false (see e.g. row C2, where
only 19 from 171 unit tests execute this condition, and all
outcomes are true).
Phase b refers to the first reduction (Section II-B) and

shows numbers for Br. The four tests in this suite have the
same C/D-coverage as B. In particular, both C2 = false
and C3 = false are not covered.
Phase c is the combinatorial test generation from pro-

jections (Section II-C1). We show here the results for the
union ct(Br) ∪ Br as adding tests from Br ensure that
this step does not reduce the total coverage (the generated
suite of the combinatorial tests might not contain the tests
from which projection is taken). In this step, combinatorial
testing indeed manages to increase the C/D-coverage. Out
of 32 tests found by combinatorial testing for 100% 2-way
coverage, 3 tests cover C3 = false.

Phase d refers to input modeling for combinatorial tests
(Section II-C2). We show here statistics for ct+(Br) ∪Br.
By adding a new level 0 for argument b we can cover C2 =
false (since condition C2 is “b > 0”). After this phase,



all conditions and decisions are covered, but there are too
many (combinatorial) tests - 34 new tests.

In phase e we reduce these CT-generated new tests (i.e.
ct+(Br)) as described in Section II-C3, but only for the
following two sets to be hit: covC2=f (Br) and covC3=f (Br).
The result is a test suite Badd with two test cases, which
covers both C2 = false and C3 = false.
Note that the final test suite is comprised of 4+2 test

cases, 4 (in Br) already with expected test results, and 2
(in Badd) which require queries to test oracle.

Summary. In this case, the derived unit tests already
produced a high C/D-coverage, with 14 of 16 expression-
outcome pairs covered. The reduced test suite featured
the same C/D-coverage but had only 4 (down from 171)
unit tests. “Basic” combinatorial testing (Section II-C1)
could cover one more expression-outcome pairs, and further
input modeling (Section II-C2) allowed covering of the last
open case. We conclude that both coverage enhancement
via “basic” combinatorial testing as well as in combination
with input modeling are useful in this case, and offer a
trade-off between degree of human involvement (for input
modeling) and level of the C/D-coverage.
2) Example 2: Example 2 is a function f2 that compares

two date data and which essentially consists of a single
decision using short circuit evaluation (Listing 2). We
have extracted from this decision nine conditions shown in
Table III.

Table IV shows intermediate results for f2 (same format
as Table II). The extracted unit tests (i.e. B) cover all
expression-outcome pairs except for C9 = true. Unfortu-
nately, none of the two variants of coverage enhancement
was successful in this case. On the other hand, there is an
input tuple (unit test) which covers this case, which we
have found manually (see below).
We discuss in more detail the input modeling step

(Section II-C2). With the levels for mi1 and mi2 derived
from Br it is not possible to evaluate condition C9 (mi1
< mi2) to true, as all levels for mi1 are larger 0 and mi2 is
always 0.
Therefore, we added 10 as a new level for mi2 to the

input set for combinatorial testing. We calculated new
result sets for 100% 2-way coverage and 100% 4-way
coverage. Both result sets did not cover C9 = true. We
expect that (at latest) a test suite with a full 10-way
coverage should contain a suitable input, but the tool which
we use did not allowed interaction level t larger than 6 (and
could output at most 10 000 test cases).
Instead, we found manually an input tuple which

satisfies C9 = true by modifying the (unique) in-
put tuple in Br which covers C9 = false (namely
2008, 10, 5, 2, 5, 2008, 10, 5, 2, 0): we replaced here the last
argument value 0 by 10 (any value larger 5 would work).
Obviously, such cases can be solved by a constraint solver,
by seeding it with the additional information we already
have from execution. We will investigate this option in our
future work.

1 bool f 2 ( int y1 , int m1, int d1 , int h1 , int mi1 ,
2 int y2 , int m2, int d2 , int h2 , int mi2 ) {
3 return y1 < y2 | |
4 ( y1 == y2 && (m1 < m2 | |
5 (m1 == m2 && (d1 < d2 | |
6 ( d1 == d2 && (h1 < h2 | |
7 ( h1 == h2 && mi1 < mi2 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;
8 }

Listing 2. Source code of Example 2, partially obfuscated

C/D Name Expression C/D Name Expression
D1 (Lines 3-7) C5 d1 < d2
C1 y1 < y2 C6 d1 == d2
C2 y1 == y2 C7 h1 < h2
C3 m1 < m2 C8 h1 == h2
C4 m1 == m2 C9 mi1 < mi2

Table III
Conditions and decisions in Example 2. Decision D1 can be

found in lines 4-8 of Listing 2.

IV. Related Work

Our work is broadly related to test amplification, sym-
bolic execution, test coverage, and combinatorial testing.

Test amplification describes a set of approaches targeting
improving test quality, see a recent survey by Danglot
et al. [6]. Related terms found in the literature are test
augmentation and test enhancement.
Our approach creates new tests to maximize condi-

tion/decision coverage and can be interpreted as an al-
ternative to symbolic execution. Orso and Rothermel
report the latter technique as one of the most frequently
mentioned major contribution made since 2000. However,
despite the excitement and amount of novel research,
symbolic execution has practical limitations due to highly
structured inputs, external libraries and large complex
program structures [7]. Our approach has less limitations
for practical applications and utilizes combinatorial testing
as an alternative to symbolic execution techniques to tackle
complex program structures.

Phase a b c d e
Suite B Br ct(Br) ∪ Br ct+(Br) ∪ Br Badd

#tests 256 9 56 57 0
#no oracle 0 0 47 48 0
#missing 1 1 1 1 1

D1 113/143 5/5 34/22 34/22 -
C1 12/244 1/8 28/28 28/29 -
C2 194/50 7/1 10/18 11/18 -
C3 51/143 1/6 3/07 4/07 -
C4 96/47 5/1 6/1 6/1 -
C5 27/69 1/4 2/4 2/4 -
C6 46/23 3/1 3/1 3/1 -
C7 23/23 1/2 1/2 1/2 -
C8 17/6 1/1 1/1 1/1 -
C9 0/17 0/1 0/1 0/1 -

Table IV
Intermediate results of the approach for Example 2 for the
phases a – e described in text. The values have the same

meaning as in Table II.



Work of Bloem et al. [8] is probably most closely related
to our study. In fact, they apply similar algorithmic steps
as our approach. Bloem et al. utilize a set of existing
test cases to iteratively create new test cases until a
termination criterion is met. They generate a new test case
by a backtracking constraint solver that iterates over all
possible execution paths until it reaches a desired branch of
the source code. The evaluation shows that this approach
can create up to 100% branch coverage. However, their
approach is applicable only under certain preconditions.
For example, changes to source code should be possible,
and long execution times acceptable.
Coverage criteria in general and C/D coverage used in

our work have the benefit that they can be automatically
measured and compared for different approaches, leading
to a plethora of studies [9], [10]. However, Staats et al.
points out that coverage criteria such as MC/DC coverage
can be ineffective for determining test suite adequacy [11].
Inozemtseva et al. conclude that coverage is not strongly
correlated to test suite effectiveness when test suite size
is controlled [12]. In our previous work on the correlation
between coverage and bugs in a large industrial software,
we have shown that coverage correlates to future bugs [13].
This result supports the argument that it may be beneficial
to create tests for uncovered and therefore untested parts
of the source code, at least for our system under test.
Several research works analyze combinations between

combinatorial testing and coverage. Choi et al. study the
code coverage (line, branch) effectiveness of combinatorialt-
way testing with small t for grep, make and flex in different
versions [14]. They found that t-way testing creates already
an efficient coverage compared to exhaustive testing for
t < 5. Czerwonka investigates the effects of combinatorial
testing to coverage for several utility programs in MS
Windows [15]. Czerwonka concludes that full t-way cov-
erage can lead to test suites with same t-way coverage but
different (line, statement) code coverage. We can confirm
this observation from our experience with the examples.
However, we expect this effect to decrease if the interaction
level t becomes comparable to the amount of arguments.

V. Conclusions
We propose an approach to reduce size of existing test

suites and enhance them with new tests created by com-
binatorial testing techniques. Our preliminary evaluation
shows that our method can improve the condition/decision
coverage for two examples while reducing the size of the
test suite. Simultaneously, there are only few tests which re-
quire test oracle queries. Our approach has lower technical
requirements compared to symbolic or concolic execution.
On the other hand, our approach has several limitations.
For example, in some scenarios it could not generate
additional test cases to achieve a full C/D coverage.
More extensive analysis would be required to further

understand the robustness and applicability of the pro-
posed technique. We plan to conduct an evaluation with

a larger set of functions. This would increase our under-
standing of characteristics of functions and original test
suites for which our approach produces good results. In
addition, our future research will include getting feedback
from practitioners about the practical implications of our
technique (in form of interviews or surveys). As discussed
in Section III, we also see potential benefits of approaches
which combine measuring code coverage, combinatorial
testing, and symbolic execution.
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